ENGLISH 1341F. FALL 2015. SYLLABUS.

STORY

AUGUST
25: INTRODUCTION. (PERUSE OPENING SCENES OF ODYSSEY.)

SEPTEMBER
1: BOOKS V-VIII
3: BOOKS IX-XII. ESSAY #1 DUE.

8: BOOKS IX-XII (CON’D)
10: BOOKS XIII-XVI.

15: BOOKS XVII-XXIV.
17: BOOKS XVII-XXIV, CON’D. ESSAY #2 DUE.

PLAY

   AND FAGLES’S SOPHOCLES, PP. 13-25. (THIS IS IN FAGLES TEXT.)
24: AGAMEMNON, (CON’D).

29: AGAMEMNON. (PP. 132-172.)
   OCTOBER
1: AGAMEMNON. (LIBATION BEARERS HO) ESSAY #3 DUE.

6: EUENIDES (PAGES 227-256)
8: EUENIDES. (PAGES 256-END OF PLAY)

13: MID-SEMESTER BREAK.
15: EUENIDES (CON’D) ESSAY #4 DUE.

22: OEDIPUS.

29: OEDIPUS THE KING. ESSAY #5 DUE.

NOVEMBER
3: EURIPIDES. MEDEA. (ALL)
5: MEDEA (CON’D).
10: MEDEA.
12: MEDEA. ESSAY #6 DUE.

POEM

17: CATULLUS. LYRICS..
19: LYRICS.

24: LYRICS. ESSAY #6 DUE.
26: THANKSGIVING BREAK

DECEMBER
  1: HORACE. ODES.
  3: ODES (con'd) LAST DAY OF CLASS. FINAL PREP.
(Monday, December 7th is last day of the semester.)

FINAL EXAM: TBA.
(This syllabus is not Holy Writ. Changes could occur.)